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A DISK INSTABILITY INTERPRETATION FOR THE 2001 OUTBURST OF
WZ SGE

Y. Osaki*

RESUMKN

Se cliscut(' la oxplosiOn on 2001 d(' WZ SGE basaridorios on el modelo de inestabilidad termica-marea (modelo 
TTI). S(' (h'lmiestra quo el dosarrollo general de la explosion pnede ser entendido a traves del modelo de 
iru'sl abilidad d(4 disco y qiu' no s(' n'cpiic^n! transferencia incrernentada de masa para explicar las observaciones.

ABSTRACl^
The 2001 ontbnrst of WZ SGE is discussed basc'd on the thermal-tidal instability model (TTI model). It is 
demonsl,ral('d that the overall development of the outburst can be understood by the disk instability model 
(TTI 1110(1(4) and thaX no enhanced mass transfer is ii('('d('d to explain observations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
WZ Sagitl a.(', a prototyjx' of one sub(4ass of dwarf 

nova(\ calk'd WZ SGE, underwent a full-scale out
burst in 2001 July and ('xtensive observations, par
ticularly ill ojitical light, were made for more than 
one hundn'd days from the stai't of eruption to the 
long fading to (iui('sc('nc(' with a worldwid(' collabo
ration of amat.eur and iirofcssional astronomers (Ish- 
ioka et al 2002; Patti'rson et al 2002). It is one of 
the most. wcll-co\ ('r('d observations in the history of 
dwarf nova outbursts. The 2001 outburst of WZ 
SGE has H'vealed many intriguing ])heiiomena such 
as ’h'arlv humps’', conqik'x superhump light curws, 
and '’echo outbursts” . The aim of this paper is to 
demonstrati' that the disk instability modi'l can ex
plain almost all h'at iiix's of its 2001 outburst.

2. INTERPRETATION OE OBSERVATIONS 
BASED ON THE DISK INS4 ABILITY MODEL

2.1. /?(!(■ a/■/■('//rr Time
Two different, models ha\(' been proposed to ex

plain the long recurrence t ime of WZ SGE of about 
30 yrs. One is a model with ('xtreniely low viscos
ity in quiescence (Smak 1993; Osaki 1995; Meyer- 
Hofnieister et al 1997). The other is a model of a 
steady or almost steady cold state with a standard 
value of viscosity in the cold state but with its inner 
part truncated (Warner ('t al 1996; Hameury et al 
1997). We note that such a disk in the latter model 
is unable to store tlu' large amount of mass required 
during the outburst and thus it re(|uires enhanced 
mass transfer during the outburst.
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2.2. Energetics

Osaki (1995) has already pointed out that the 
basic outburst energetics of WZ SGE fits to Osaki's 
(1974) disk instability model in its simplest form: 
long quiescence of about 30 yrs coupled with a low 
mass transfer rate ~  10^^gs~^ allow the disk to ac
cumulate mass ~  lO '̂^g, which is dumped onto the 
central white dwarf during an outburst. Cannizzo 
(2001) has shown that the shape of light curve for 
the 2001 outburst of WZ SGE can be explained by 
viscous depletion of matter in a disk with an initial 
mass ~  lO^^g.

2.3. Early Hump Phenomenon

Once the thermal instability is started and the 
disk goes into the hot state, a sudden jump into 
high viscosity makes the accumulated mass spread 
inwards and outwards and form a standard hot ac
cretion disk. As discussed by Osaki & Meyer (2002), 
the outer edge of the disk, in a binary system with 
an extremely low mass ratio, not only reaches the 
3:1 resonance radius but passes it and reaches the far 
outer 2:1 resonance radius where the two armed spi
ral pattern of the Lindblad resonance is excited. The 
tidal dissipation produces the observed photometric 
double humps called " early humps” . Osaki & Meyer 
(2003) have argued that the 2:1 resonance is also 
responsible for the late appearance of the common 
superhump in WZ  SGE because the 2:1 resonance 
can suppress the growth of the disk eccentricity due 
to another resonance called an eccentric ’’corotation” 
resonance.
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2.4. Common Superhumps

After 12 days of the start of the outburst, the 
common superhumps finally appeared. Eclipes sud
den appeared with the growth of the common su
perhumps. By synchronous summation of the light 
curves at the orbital period, Patterson et al (2002) 
obtained "orbital light curves” that look like those 
of the quiescent orbital hump. These authors in
terpreted them as hot spot light curves and eclipses 
observed as eclipses of the mass transfer hot spot. 
They then interpreted it as evidence of enhanced 
’’hot spot” and thus enhanced mass transfer rates. 
However, Osaki & Meyer (2003) have presented a dif
ferent interpretation in that superhump light source 
itself can produce a similar feature in light curves 
because an arch-like tidal tail is produced by tlu' 
superhump light dissipation (Murray 1998), which 
mimics the hot spot light curve.

In this conference, Steeghs (2003) presented 
Doppler maps of the accretion flow in WZ SGE and 
he has argued that the sudden brightening of mass 
transfer stream in the Doppler map with the start of 
the common superhumps is evidence for enhanced 
mass transfer. However, I suggest another inter
pretation for this phenomenon. Since the ballistic 
mass steam itself does not produce any dissipation, 
a sudden brightening of the mass transfer stream in 
emission line Doppler map rather means that the 
mass transfer steam is either suddenly illuminated by 
some other light source or an interaction of the mass 
transfer stream with the disk m atter is increased in 
the common superhump era. Either one of the two 
possibilities may occur in the common superhump 
era. That is, the arch-like tidal tail discussed above 
can illuminate the mass transfer stream or the inter
action of the disk m atter with the incoming stream 
may increase during the common superhump era be
cause of highly time-variable nature of the eccentric 
precessing disk.

Once the common superhumps emerge, light 
curves of WZ SGE become extremely complex. The 
reason why the superhump light curves of WZ SGE 
are so much complex is that intrinsically time- 
varying and non-axisymmetric distributions of su
perhump light sources are coupled with the aspect 
effects around the binary orbital phases because of 
its high orbital inclination. Osaki (2003) has pro
posed a new method of light curve analysis to dis
entangle these complexities by separating the non- 
axisymmetric spatial distribution of the disk from a 
time variation occurring with the superhump period.

This method is called a "helical tomography” of an 
accretion disk as a scnies of disk images is recon
structed by this method. The powc'r spectral data of 
the superhump light curve's by Patterson et al (2002) 
are then interpreted under a lu'w concept of heli
cal tomography, and the azimuthal wa\(' numbers 
of various freqiu'iicv modes are ick'iitihed. We have- 
found a vigorous excitation of a wa\ (' component of 
cos(20 —3uo4) in the first w('('k of the common super
hump era and this supports Liibow's (1991) thocjrv 
of non-linear wave' coupling of the' e'e e e'iitric Lindblad 
resonane'C for the supe'rhump phenomenon.

2.5. Dips and Echo Outbursts

The WZ SGE stars often show rebrighte'iiing or 
reflare (called echo outbursts) afte'r the end of the' 
main outburst, the most spe'e'taeailar e'ase' was six 
consecutive rebrightening of EG Gnc in 1996/1997. 
The 2001 outburst of WZ SGE she)wed the same phe
nomenon but it had as many as 12 short outbursts 
with a mean lepetition time' as short as 2 days. Os
aki et al (2001) and Hellier (2001) proposed t hat echo 
outbursts are normal outburst,s in the disk where the 
tidal removal of angular momentum from the mass 
reservoir beyond the 3:1 re^sonance radius feeds mass 
into the inner disk and re'i)e'ate'elly excites the ther
mal instability of the disk.
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